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What Are the Implications of the Surgical Learning Curve?
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In this month’s issue of European Urology [1], Thompson

and colleagues consider the learning curve for a surgeon

converting from open to robotic surgery. The authors are

first to be congratulated for presenting an actual learning

curve. It is all too common in the surgical literature for

papers ostensibly concerning the learning curve to make no

attempt to model the relationship between experience and

outcome. The most typical approach is to divide the data

into categories, such as dividing 120 cases into three equal

groups, and then to compare between groups, typically

reporting something like that patients treated in the final

group (81–120 prior operations) had better outcomes

than those in the first two groups. Such papers then often

draw the totally unwarranted conclusion that surgeons

need 81–120 operations to overcome the learning curve

[2].

In place of this crude categorical approach, Thompson and

colleagues graph outcomes on the y-axis against experience

on the x-axis, fitting a curve appropriately. They draw the

intuitively plausible conclusion that although a surgeon is

eventually able to master a new surgical approach, roboti-

cally assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy, it takes a

good number of cases before results equal those of the prior

open technique. The conclusion that low-volume or late-

career surgeons should not switch approaches appears

entirely sound.

What the study illustrates, yet again, is that surgical

outcomes vary widely, in this case, across a single surgeon’s

cases. This raises three critical issues. First, why is there

variation? What is the surgeon doing differently for the

400th case compared with the 10th or the 50th? It seems

remarkable that we continue to spend billions of research

dollars looking at cancer cells under the microscope but

virtually nothing looking at the surgeon’s scalpel. Yet the
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differences between and within a surgeon’s cases exceed

any effect sizes we might reasonably expect from a novel

drug. If we were able to identify specific aspects of radical

prostatectomy technique associated with better outcome,

we could speed up the learning curve and help poorly

performing surgeons. Indeed, there is evidence from

bariatric surgery that surgeons are able to distinguish

better from poorer technique on video review and that

these evaluations correlate with surgical outcomes [3].

Second, if results of surgery can vary, then some

surgeons will be below average. But for surgeons to know

that they are below average and take appropriate remedial

action, they would have to carefully monitor and risk

adjust their outcomes and then compare them with

outcomes of peers. This is very difficult to do and therefore

is not widely done. It seems reasonable to suppose that the

public would be shocked to know that although every

salesperson knows his or her sales numbers and every

factory closely monitors product quality, few surgeons

know whether their outcomes are good or bad. More

surgeons need to join quality assurance collaborations

such as the Michigan Urological Surgery Improvement

Collaborative [4] or AMPLIO [5].

Third, we need to develop interventions to improve the

performance of surgeons who have poor outcomes either

because they are early in the learning curve or because of

persistent errors in technique or judgment. Might this

involve coaching [6]? What if surgeons more routinely

scrubbed in to observe one another’s practice? What about

the idea of having surgeons proven to have good outcomes

visit different institutions to demonstrate their technique

and mentor other surgeons? The point is that we just don’t

know and are not conducting suitable research to find out.

It is time for that to change.
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